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JMU takes on TED Talks
Students prepare for university’s inaugural TEDxJMU event on March 31
By MAKENA RAFFERTY-LEWIS
The Breeze

A group of students is preparing to bring a version of the popular TED Talks to JMU.
The first TEDxJMU will be held on March 31 from 6-8 p.m. in
Festival Ballroom A. The theme is “Fool’s Gold.” The speakers
will address topics related to the idea that things aren’t always
what they seem.
TED is a nonprofit organization that began in 1984 and that
centers around the goal of spreading ideas and knowledge in
strong, powerful talks or presentations. TED believes in using
the power of ideas to change the world. TEDx is a program used
to independently share ideas in communities.
Nicole Evangelista, a junior dietetics major and the event organizer for TEDxJMU, recently obtained her license from TED so
that she could plan the event. Evangelista said that to obtain a
license, she just had to fill out an application and answer questions like, “Why do you deserve to represent the TED vision?”
“The entire goal of this event is to bring really bright students
that display leadership and are trying to make a difference, the
whole ‘be the change,’” Evangelista said.
Her hope is to bring students, faculty and community members
under the same roof so that they can network and share ideas.
The planning committee for TEDxJMU currently consists of
seven students. Evangelista hopes that she can turn the team
into a club or organization on campus so that TEDxJMU can be
a more permanent event.
“TEDx is this huge kind of really cool opportunity that I got,”

Dukes in
Belgium safe

JMU
KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE

Evangelista said. “I wanted to try to find a way to lead a group and
manage my time better. I ended up doing that through TEDx.”
Evangelista believes that TEDx is about bringing the community together. She thinks that this program will be successful at
JMU because the campus has a very strong sense of community.
“The purpose is to present when things are not what they

see TEDX, page 4

Creative cosmetics
Alumna aims to help others through her new company
By CAROLINE JANSEN
The Breeze

JMU has students, faculty in Antwerp
By WAYNE EPPS JR.
The Breeze

In the wake of Tuesday’s terrorist attacks in Brussels, Belgium,
JMU quickly confirmed that all 33 students studying abroad in
Belgium were safe. Moving forward, the university is monitoring
the situation closely to determine what, if any, itinerary changes
may need to be made.
According to The New York Times, 31 people were killed and
300 were injured Tuesday after explosions at Brussels’ main
international airport and at a subway station.
JMU offers a study abroad program for business students in
Antwerp, Belgium, which is about a 35- to 45-minute train ride
from Brussels. This year’s spring semester program in Antwerp
started on Jan. 21 and is scheduled to run until April 26.
According to Bill Wyatt, JMU’s senior director of communications and university spokesperson, the group of study abroad
students was scheduled to travel to Brussels next week, but that
the trip has been canceled out of concern for their safety.
Jason Good, the director of study abroad at JMU, said that there
aren’t any additional itinerary changes planned right now, nor
in the near future.
“We clearly will make decisions if any new information arises,” Good said.
In addition to the 33 students, a JMU staff member and two
JMU faculty members are living with and near the students in
Antwerp. They’re also safe and accounted for. Good said JMU
was in communication with the staff member, program coordinator Raquel Dailey, Tuesday morning to ensure the safety of
everyone on the trip.
“Thankfully, for the Antwerp group, we were able to confirm
their safety by early morning, I think even before 8 a.m.,” Good
said.
Study abroad students in Europe sometimes take trips to other
cities and countries when they have free time, but Good said
that all of the students in this particular program were in Antwerp on Tuesday.

seem,” Evangelista said. “We are going to have talks on leadership,
social justice and mechanisms behind disease. We are going to have
a literal dance performance too.”
Martin Sajonas, a senior finance major and a co-organizer of
TEDxJMU, believes that the “Fool’s Gold” theme resonates strongly with TED’s mission statement.
“What is cool about our theme is that they are commonly held
ideas that are not necessarily true,” Sajonas said. “Things are not
always what they seem.”
Speakers that will present on March 31 include Mieka Polanco,
an anthropology professor; Nathan Wright, a chemistry professor;
Griffin Harrington, a JMU alumnus (’15) who graduated with a degree
in media arts and design; Michael McCleve, the associate director of
leadership for the Dux Center; Osama Malik, a JMU alumnus (’03)
who graduated with a degree in computer informations systems;
and JMU’s Mozaic Dance Team.
Malik is now a singer-songwriter as well as an executive at Booz
Allen Hamilton, a management consulting firm.
“I have been, over the past several years, coming back and speaking with the [College of Business] classes as an alumni and giving
presentations about what it’s like in the real world,” Malik said. “Out
of that I met some students and actually ended up bringing them
over to Booz Allen [Hamilton] as interns and it was through those
relationships that I got thought of and offered to come speak at
TEDx.”
Malik said he will speak about collaboration and co-creation at
TEDxJMU. His focus is going to be about how co-creation today

COURTESY OF ALEX KRISS

One JMU graduate has made beauty her business.
Alex Kriss, a 2015 alumna with a degree in organizational communication, recently launched her company, Live Beautifully
LLC, a nonstationary makeup artistry service.
“Live Beautifully is about living a beautiful life in terms of having a positive impact on others and letting their inner beauty
shine through,” Kriss said. “Anyone can put on a face of makeup
and feel great, and that’s awesome. But it’s the whole idea of
empowering other people, and encouraging them to support
others as well, that drives my work.”
Kriss developed her passion for using makeup artistry as a
means for bettering the lives of individuals through her work with
the American Cancer Society’s Look Good Feel Better program.
The program offers beauty sessions to individuals undergoing
cancer treatments. It aims to improve the patients’ self-esteem,
while also creating a sense of community.
Kriss felt a personal connection to this organization after
her aunt passed away from pancreatic cancer a few years ago.
see MAKEUP, page 7

Alex Kriss, a 2015 graduate started Live Beautifully LLC.

Madipalooza Lineup Reveal: Part One
April 9 on the festival lawn

Caulfield big mama shakes
1-1:30 p.m. on local
stage

2:45-3:45 p.m. on local
stage

The Broadcast
6:15-7 p.m. on main stage

Check back next week for the reveal of part two!
KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE

see BELGIUM, page 3

Keep on moving
Dukes look to put tough stretch behind them

SAM TAYLOR / THE BREEZE

Redshirt sophmore Tanner Dofflemyer makes contact Wednesday against George Mason University.

In a high-scoring affair, JMU baseball fell to the
George Mason University Patriots 16-5 Wednesday afternoon at Veterans Memorial Park. George
Mason (6-15) picked up its first road win of the season while JMU (9-12) has now dropped six of its last
eight contests.
The Patriots struck first in the top half of the second inning, scoring a run on a leadoff homer hit by
freshman designated hitter Greg Popatak, his second of the year. They came right back in the third,
with sophomore second baseman Michael Smith
pushing the score to 2-0 because of a throwing error
by JMU redshirt freshman starter Daniel Pinson on

a pickoff attempt.
George Mason was able to load the bases with
one out in the top of the fourth inning off freshman reliever Jon Fisher, and scored its third run of
the game on an RBI fielder’s choice by freshman
third baseman Jonathan Hansen. A wild pitch followed by a ground-rule double gave the Patriots a
5-0 heading into the bottom of the fourth.
JMU struggled offensively to start the game, failing to score in each of the first three innings. The
Dukes managed to scrape one across in the fourth,
see BASEBALL, page 10
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Event Calendar
Saturday, March 26
•

•

•

Saturday Family and
Feature Shows @ John C.
Wells Planetarium, 11 a.m.,
1 p.m., 2:15 p.m. and 3:30
p.m.
JMU baseball game vs.
Northeastern @ Veterans
Memorial Park, 2 p.m.
Reel Change
Documentary Film
Festival: “CODEGIRL” and
“American DREAMers” @
Court Square Theater, 3
p.m. and 7 p.m.

•

•

Sunday Brunch @ The
Joshua Wilton House,
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
JMU baseball game vs.
Northeastern @
Veterans Memorial Park,
2 p.m.
Reel Change
Documentary Film
Festival: “The Look of
Silence” and “Brand: A
Second Coming” @
Court Square Theater,
3 p.m. and 7 p.m.

James Madison: Madison
Institutes Collaborative
Exhibit @ Lisanby
Museum, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., until April 28

•

LinkedIn Hands On
Workshop @ Student
Success Center, room
3270, 2:30-3:30 p.m.

•

Demystifying the Expert
@ Rose Library, 3rd floor,
6:30-8 p.m.

•

Garry Hagberg: Language,
Literature and Who is Alyosha
Karamazov @ Madison Union
Ballroom, 10-11 a.m.

•

Tibetan Book of the Dead: A
Musical Interpretation for
Meditation @ Duke Hall
Gallery of Fine Art,
12:30-2 p.m.

•

JMU baseball game vs.
Northeastern @ Veterans
Memorial Park, 4 p.m.

Monday, March 28

Sunday, March 27
•

•

Friday, March 25

•

“Plastic Paradise”
Documentary @ Student
Success Center, room
1075, 5 p.m.

•

Internship 101 @ Student
Success Center, room
3270, 6 to 7 p.m.

•

Reel Change
Documentary Film
Festival: “Atlantic” @
Court Square Theater,
7 p.m.

Tuesday, March 29

Wednesday, March 30

•

Ask a Nurse @ Rose Library, 2-4
p.m.

•

•

Reel Change Documentary Film
Festival: “Can you Dig This?” @
Court Square Theater, 7 p.m.

African Drumming Class
@ 17 E Johnson St,
1-3 p.m.

•

•

JMU Jazz Chamber Ensemble
@ The Artful Dodger, 7-9 p.m

2017 Alternative Spring
Break Leader Info Session
@ Madison Union, room
405, 5-6 p.m.

•

Team Trivia @ Clementine,
teams of six or less, 9 p.m.

•

Philosophy and Film
club screening: “Annie
Hall” @ Jackson Hall,
room 1B, 6-9 p.m.

CARTOON: HAVING A SENIOR MOMENT

KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE

Across
1 See 44-Across
5 Bremen or Hamburg, locally
10 Fast-food order
14 Joie de vivre
15 Circus Maximus attire
16 Pizza chain started in Chicago,
informally
17 Rich and Chris in a capital?
19 Pond denizen
20 Stumped
21 Fragrant hybrid
23 Billy and Minnie on a road?
27 Pub order
30 Cause harm
31 Capt.’s direction
32 Family member
33 “__ Mir Bist Du Schoen”:
Andrews Sisters hit
34 Come out
37 i follower
38 Vida and John in a ballpark?
40 i follower
41 Nicks on albums
43 1980s-’90s gaming console
44 With 1-Across, woodcutter who
stole from thieves
45 River island
46 “I gotta run!”
48 Animal in the Chinese zodiac

By Mel Rosen

3/24/16

Editorial Staff
Serving James Madison University Since 1922

1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
PHONE: 540-568-6127
FAX: 540-568-7889

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper
of James Madison University, serves
student, faculty and staff readership by
reporting news involving the campus
and local community. The Breeze strives
to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in First Amendment
rights.
Published on Thursday mornings,
The Breeze is distributed throughout
James Madison University and the local
Harrisonburg community. Single copies
of The Breeze are distributed free of
charge. Additional copies are available
for 50 cents by contacting our business
office. Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Wayne Epps Jr., editor.

49 Karen and Adam on a hill?
53 Eellike fish
54 Brand with classic “beep beep”
commercials
58 Forte
59 Eddie and Arsenio in a concert
venue?
63 Scams
64 __ firma
65 Exam type
66 Some honored Brits: Abbr.
67 Aerosol targets
68 Europe’s highest volcano
Down
1 Composer Bartók
2 Settled down
3 Cricket equipment
4 Starting stakes
5 Jeanne d’Arc, e.g.: Abbr.
6 Craggy crest
7 Earlier
8 Three-syllable foot
9 Expressed disdain for
10 Often photogenic event
11 A round of 73, usually
12 Use a divining rod
13 Fall flower
18 Acclaim
22 “You __ Destiny”

Find the answers online at: breezejmu.org/site/crossword_answers

Advertising Staff
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COPY EDITORS
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24 To the manor born
25 Dijon deity
26 Property recipient, in law
27 Nile threats
28 Hot stuff?
29 Affection
34 Campus breeze
35 It might be a big benefit
36 Cut and paste, say
38 Muzzle wearer, probably
39 Derisive shout
42 One way to get backstage
46 Worked in a salon
47 Art major’s subj.
49 Rattling sound
50 Golden calf maker, in Exodus
51 “Peachy-keen!”
52 Second-deepest U.S. lake
55 Trading center
56 Feud faction
57 Clay crock
60 Good bud
61 Guess wrong
62 Dorm deputies: Abbr.

HUNTER WHITE

CAROLINE DAVIS

Download our
mobile app at
breezejmu.org.

BETHANY ADAMS
KAYLAN WOODS
IZZY CIANO

“To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world
is indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over
error and oppression.”
— james madison, 1800

/TheBreezeJMU

@TheBreezeJMU
@BreezeNewsJMU
@TheBreezeSports
@BreezeLifeJMU

@breezejmu

youtube.com/breezevideo
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One word, one world

A thing
of the
past

Best Buddies aims to eliminate the “R-word” as a slur through kickboxing event

JMU will explore fossil
fuel divestment
By Anna Vanta and
Chris Kent
The Breeze

everyone in the club, some are matched oneon-one with a member of the community and
spend time going out to eat, attending JMU
sporting events and various other activities.
“There are a lot of other organizations in
Harrisonburg,” Whitney said. “That is what
this is really about, to make everyone aware
about who is in our community, who is living
in our community and how we can interact
with them better.”
The members of the club believe this sort
of event could make a larger impact than
the other ways they’ve attempted to raise
awareness for their organization.

Members of Divest JMU have been
meeting since the spring of 2014, as
they push to get JMU’s money out of
fossil fuel investments. The momentum
has slowly been building, and on Feb.
12, Divest JMU met with the JMU
Foundation.
That day, the Foundation decided
to investigate the possibility of doing
a feasibility study on divesting from
fossil fuels. The feasibility study
would determine the potential costs
and consequences of divesting the
university’s endowment away from
fossil fuels. According to Thomas H.
Schaeffer, the CEO of the Foundation,
J M U ’s e n d o w m e n t i n c l u d e s
approximately $80 million spread
across 20 investment managers.
“The committee wants to study this,”
Schaeffer said. “They just want to learn
how best to, what would be the way to
go about [doing a feasibility study], and
then how long that would take.”
To promote awareness of its
discussion with the JMU Foundation
Divest JMU held a march from the
Festival Lawn to the courthouse
in downtown Harrisonburg last
Friday, and a Teach In earlier in
the week. The Teach In provided
details on the gradual steps that
JMU student activists and the
community would take in order to
cut down on fossil fuel consumption

see kickboxing, page 4

see divest, page 4

Courtesy of Allison Brandmark

JMU’s chapter of Best Buddies works with members of the Harrisonburg community with disabilities. In addition to hosting events, some members are
matched individually with a specific community member, whom they attend various activities with. The club is open to anyone who wants to join it.
By Dillon Broadwell
contributing writer

With its event next week, one organization
aims to knock down the use of an offensive
word.
On Monday in Madison Union room 256,
Best Buddies will host the Kicking Out the
R-Word Kickboxing Class to bring attention
to the use of the word “retard” as a slur. The
event will take place at both 7-8 p.m. and 8:159:15 p.m., and will consist of a kickboxing class
directed by University Recreation staff and a
presentation given at the end by Best Buddies.
The event was hosted last year as a
fundraiser, but this year the club is using

the event, which is open to all of the student
body, to raise awareness for Best Buddies and
introduce how the club functions to those who
attend.
“We want to get out that there is a large
community here in Harrisonburg that is
underrepresented,” Katie Whitney, a junior
justice studies major and the president of Best
Buddies, said.
Best Buddies is an international, nonprofit
organization that helps to create friendships
and other opportunities for those with
various disabilities adults who have various
disabilities. The club holds events every
month either in Harrisonburg or in nearby
communities. While these events include

Students explore cybersecurity
Centennial Scholars Program holds monthly workshops with a former FBI analyst
By Zachary Harris
contributing writer

With recent cyberattacks on major companies including Anthem,
T-Mobile, the Office of Personnel Management and even JMU, the
Centennial Scholars Program created a monthly cybersecurity
workshop for its students this school year.
Created in 2004, CSP provides a way for qualified but financially
challenged students to attend JMU. Applicants must demonstrate a
desire to attend JMU, be eligible for the Federal Pell Grant program
and participate in a face-to-face to interview. Upon acceptance into
the program, students are given a full-ride scholarship.
“Our main goal of the program is to educate the Centennial
Scholars,” Edna Reid, an intelligence analysis professor and former
FBI analyst, said. “We want to make sure they use the proper steps
to protect themselves. Essentially, their behavior when using any
form of technology should be as automatic as brushing their teeth
in the morning.”
Many students in the program are thankful for the opportunities
CSP has given them, including Desiree Edemba, a freshman biology
major.
“Without CSP, I probably would not have found a way to afford
college,” Edemba said. “Also, the program made me feel as if I
belonged at the university from the very first day of school. I came
in already surrounded by a tight-knit group of people that really
cared about my success as a student and a person.”
Edemba said she has made significant changes since the
Centennial Scholars’ cyber security workshops began, such as
creating stronger passwords and only opening emails from a known
sources.
“Most passwords that people use are the name of their dog with
two numbers at the end of it,” Edemba said. “It’s incredibly unsafe
because a hacker can find this type of information on your Facebook
or other publicly available information. It’s better to use passwords
that have a random assortment of uppercase and lowercase letters.
I also don’t open up suspicious looking emails.”
According to Reid, one of the most important lessons the
Centennial Scholars have learned is that cybersecurity is no longer
see CSP, page 4

Chelsea Crouch / The Breeze

Belgium | Security at University of Antwerp was increased slightly
from front

Junior marketing major Harrison McVey is one of the students
in Antwerp. He said they had a Wednesday test, and the group
was either sleeping or studying when the attacks occurred.
“I was laying in bed when I first got on BBC to see the news,”
McVey said in an email. “One of my friends on the trip came
into my room and we sat and talked about the events that had
occurred and the events that were currently occurring. We were
sitting there when the third bomb went off in the metro and soon
realized that it was much more than a freak event. It was around
8:45 Tuesday morning.”
McVey said that he previously had to fly out to Brussels for
trips to Barcelona, Spain, and, most recently, Dublin, Ireland, for
St. Patrick’s Day just days before. He also had a trip planned for
Rome, Italy, this weekend, but that has been canceled.
“The mood of the group was low on Tuesday when the attacks

first happened because people were shocked that we had been
in that exact location less than 36 hours prior,” McVey said. “I
think the fact that we have an exam is taking people’s minds off
of it which is good. People are definitely still thinking about it.”
According to McVey, the University of Antwerp increased
security a “little bit” by stationing two police officers at its main
entrance.
Good said there are different measures of ensuring that
students in study abroad programs can be contacted, depending
on the program. For the Antwerp trip, each student is equipped
with a working Belgian number, and they’re expected to have
their phones on them at all times.
“Even if this would’ve happened when they’re traveling,
Raquel or the faculty member in residence can reach out to the
students and get ahold of them,” Good said.
Then groups also use email and sometimes Facebook groups
or apps like GroupMe for communication.

Right now, the plan is for the students in Antwerp to stay
grounded there while JMU continues to track what happens. The
university gets information from the insurance company it uses
for study abroad trips, Cultural Insurance Services International.
“We monitor that very closely and trust the judgment of the
experts,” Good said.
JMU also has a summer session of the Antwerp business
program that takes place from May 15 to July 29, and a shortterm business program that spends a few days in Brussels in
May. Good said that the plan right now is to move forward with
both programs.
While he’s still there, McVey hopes to get the most out of the
rest of his stay in Antwerp.
“I hope that the actions by these horrible people won’t affect
anyone’s travel,” McVey said.
Contact Wayne Epps Jr. at breezeeditor@gmail.com.
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TEDX | YouTube video of event will be posted on Facebook the next day
from front

JILLIAN WRIGHT / THE BREEZE

After receiving a license from TED, junior dietetics major Nicole
Evangelista organized the TEDxJMU event on March 31.

requires practice, not preparation.
“When you think about going in and working with someone
else to create something … people think the more you bring to the
table in terms of a finished idea the better,” Malik said. “My talk
will be about giving an argument why that’s not necessarily true
and how you can get better at co-creating by just practicing. Doing
it more and more with different kinds of people will bring diverse
perspectives and thoughts to the table.”
Colleen O’Neill, a senior mathematics major, said she had never
heard of TEDxJMU before.
“I have heard of TED Talks but not the JMU ones,” O’Neill said.
“I would be interested in going.”
O’Neill thinks that all of the speakers attending sound interesting.
“The Mozaic Dance Team sounds the most interesting to me,”
O’Neill said. “That’s what I want to see.”
Students could enter a randomized raffle on the TEDxJMU
Facebook page to get a ticket for the event. The capacity is 100
people. Winners of the raffle will be notified on Thursday.
Although the live audience will be limited, Evangelista said that
there’ll be a live recording of all the presentations. The YouTube
link will be posted on the TEDxJMU Facebook page the day after
the event.
Sajonas believes that the turnout will be tremendous.

DIVEST | Deadline approaches
for JMU Foundation decision on study

“I think it is going to be extremely big,” Sajonas said. “The first
day that we sent a mass email out, we had a little over 500 people
sign up instantly.”
Evangelista hopes that TEDxJMU can continue in the future.
“I am planning on doing another one next year,” Evangelista
said. “This entire thing is student run, all the advertisements are by
students and that’s just really uncommon.”
Because the rest of her seven-person team is made up of seniors
at JMU, Evangelista will look to create a new team for next year.
According to Sajonas, Evangelista will receive applications and
do interviews to help build the next TEDxJMU team. Anyone who
is interested can apply.
Malik believes that TEDxJMU is a great step forward for the
academic community in Harrisonburg.
“I think that there are a lot of unique perspectives and diversity
of thinking and great ideas that are coming out of Harrisonburg,”
Malik said.
Sajonas thinks that TEDxJMU is a good platform for people to
share ideas and hear the ideas of others who are aren’t necessarily
professors.
“They are not researchers, they are just everyday people,” Sajonas
said. “They all have their own ideas and not just limited to a Ph.D.”
CONTACT Makena Rafferty-Lewis at
raffermf@dukes.jmu.edu.

KICKBOXING | Event will
include presentation by Best Buddies

COURTESY OF DIVEST JMU

Students march across campus last Friday, starting at the Festival lawn and ending in downtown
Harrisonburg. Students in the club handed out pamphlets about the movement while they were marching.

from page 3

difficulties of starting its movement, and the
slow process of working with the university on
the prospect of a feasibility study.
within the next couple of years.
“Divestment is not just about trees, it’s about
“Moving it to the board of trustees felt like
people’s lives,” Olivia Meyer, a junior geographic a move where they were willing to work with
science major, said. “It aims to address so much us, somewhat,” Chin said. “Now that they are
more than the environment.”
listening to us, we are going in hopeful that they
The commitment the foundation made was to will see the logic of this and make a move to
research the practicality of the feasibility study work on the feasibility study.”
and to have a response within a 60-day period.
Ralph Grove, a computer science professor
“That was really surprising and exciting to and a chair of the Harrisonburg Sierra Club,
which focuses on
know that the people who
have a lot power at this
“Divestment is not just about environmental issues,
helped introduce the
university, that are kind
trees, it’s about people’s lives. resolution to Faculty
of leading the education
Senate and has
at this university, believe
It aims to address so much
supported the Divest
in our movement and
more than the environment.”
have confidence in us,”
JMU movement.
Taylor Pelella, a senior
“I think that
Olivia Meyer
i t ’s i m p o r t a n t f o r
communications studies
junior geographic science major
everybody, every part
major, said.
of the community, not
At the Feb. 25 Faculty
Senate meeting, the
only at JMU but the city,
faculty pushed forward a
to speak up in support
of divestment,” Grove
resolution titled “Support
of Divest JMU,” which acknowledged the hard said. “I think the more stakeholder groups that
work the students had done and the dangers of speak up in favor of divestment, the stronger the
climate change.
movement is going to be.”
“We are going to need a lot of support for this
According to Stephanie Wolfe, a junior
movement,” Jong Chin, a senior sociology major, geographic science major, the deadline for the
said. “I mean, two years ago when I talked to the feasibility study research is April 12. Across
speaker of the Faculty Senate, at that moment the nation, several universities have already
he was really hesitant to do anything about the committed to divestment, including Stanford
issue. For me, I think it just shows how much University, the University of Dayton and San
support we have built over the past two years Francisco State University.
and the education we have done around it and
the power around it. That’s what it symbolizes.” CONTACT Anna Vanta and Chris
Chin helped Divest JMU move past the Kent at breezenews@gmail.com.

COURTESY OF ALLISON BRANDMARK

Tucker Howard (left), a JMU alumus (’16), and his buddy Jon attended the Best Buddies event in
November. Best Buddies encourages fellow students to stop using the “R-word” in a derogatory way.
from page 3

“We wanted to do something physical rather than passing flyers out on the commons or
getting people to sign a pledge,” Whitney said.
The members of Best Buddies also believe
that using an activity such as a kickboxing class
will put more meaning behind the message
they wish to convey.
“We feel like if they are doing something
active, they will really realize what we are
doing is for a good cause and really meaningful,” Whitney said.
While the kickboxing class is a large focus
for Best Buddies, the presentation that will be
given after the class is where the club hopes
that it can portray its message about the detrimental effects of using words like “retard” as
derogatory terms.

“There are correct ways and incorrect ways
to use the word,” Allison Brandmark, a sophomore psychology major and member of Best
Buddies, said. “If you are using it towards
yourself or another person, with or without a
disability, that can be really hurtful and I don’t
think people realize that.”
According to Rebecca Raines, a senior
nursing major and the vice president of
Best Buddies, the club can lead to a lasting
friendship.
“Best Buddies has changed my college experience and my life,” Raines said. “I have known
my buddy for three years and, even though she
can’t speak, we know what each other wants to
say. We really connect.”
CONTACT Dillon Broadwell at
broadwdb@dukes.jmu.edu.

CSP | Cyberattacks affect everyone
from page 3

an isolated issue. Instead, cyberattacks have
broadened into a threat that can affect any
person.
“Let’s say MyMadison were hacked,” Reid
said. “A student’s grades, address, class
schedule and financial aid statements are on
that website.”
Consequently, there’s nothing that could
stop a hacker from locking a student out of
his or her own computer, for instance, and
potentially demanding large amounts of money
in exchange for access. This type of extortion is
commonly referred to as ransomware.
In MyMadison, the hacker would have access
to a person’s financial aid and, according to Reid,
there’s also nothing to stop them from taking out
a loan in the victim’s name. In addition, a hacker
would then know where the victim resides and
could easily stalk them.
“The internet and software were built to
be open, not secure,” Reid said. “Originally,
companies believed security was an unnecessary
addition to production costs. Only now are they
realizing their mistake.”
According to Diane Strawbridge, the executive
director for student access and inclusion, the
cybersecurity workshops not only increase
security awareness, but also intend to broaden
students’ interests and motivate later success.
“Since we accept all majors, some students

are not as interested in technology as others,”
Strawbridge said. “These workshops can help
students realize possible career paths that they
wouldn’t have even considered beforehand.
Considering a lot of the Centennial Scholars
come from difficult backgrounds, Professor
Reid, a first-generation college student, serves
as a source of inspiration.”
Heather Armstrong, a supervisory special
agent with the FBI, was invited to the Centennial
Scholars meeting on Wednesday to speak about
her career and to take questions from students.
“People always ask me if they should study
criminal justice or a certain type of field while
in college,” Armstrong said. “Honestly, the
best advice I could give is to study what you’re
passionate about. This is because when you’re
passionate about your work, you usually end up
being very focused and driven.”
Because the world is as connected as it has
ever been, cybersecurity is expected to grow
in all fields, according to Reid. The range of
companies affected shows that any person can
become a victim. Consequently, employers are
looking for experts to protect their systems.
“Cyberattacks can be directed at any source,”
Edemba said. “Hackers are constantly evolving
so it’s important that everyone else does the same
thing so they can better protect themselves.”
CONTACT Zachary Harris at
harriszc@dukes.jmu.edu.

See more on page 11
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Rachel petty | Petty for your thoughts

What kind of law is that?
Abortion policies in certain states are disgusting and immoral

Whether you’re pro-abortion rights or
anti-abortion, the fact of the matter is that
abortion is safe and legal in this country.
But does that mean all women are given
access to abortions without facing scrutiny
and harassment? Absolutely not.
While some states do offer healthy
abortions for women, many states,
including Virginia, don’t.
In fact, upon doing some research, I was
disheartened by some of the immoral and ridiculous laws that
exist surrounding abortion in certain states.
Let’s start with Virginia, since we all live here. Virginia
requires women seeking abortions to undergo an ultrasound of
their fetuses prior to the procedure.
As if the decision to get an abortion wasn’t already difficult
enough, women are now required to get an ultrasound before
going through with it?
This angers me, and I’m willing to bet the only thing it
accomplishes is causing more emotional stress for these women.

Louisiana, Texas and Wisconsin require the provider to
display and describe the ultrasound image, which is even worse.
To me, the only thing this does is hurt the women and bully
them into making a decision they don’t necessarily want to
make.

If a woman makes the decision to get an
abortion, she should be respected for
it. Whether you agree with her decision
or not is irrelevant — it’s her body.
If a woman makes the decision to get an abortion, she should
be respected for it. Whether you agree with her decision or not is
irrelevant — it’s her body.
Something else that some states have are crisis pregnancy
centers. These are centers established to counsel women against

having abortions. While this is wrong to begin with, it’s widely
reported that the centers sometimes provide false medical
information about the physical and mental health risks of
abortion.
It blows my mind that these centers are legal, and it’s even
more shocking that they receive state and federal funding. Why
is the government funding organizations that blatantly tell
women false information to try and change their minds about a
personal decision?
In Louisiana, abortion clinics face undue scrutiny that could
result in the suspension of their licenses.
Why are these policies in effect? When will women be able to
make decisions about their bodies without facing scrutiny and
harassment?
Maybe in this upcoming election year, these outrageous
policies will be changed. If not, women everywhere will continue
to face difficulties in an already tragic situation.
Rachel Petty is a junior media arts and design major.
Contact Rachel at pettyrb@dukes.jmu.edu.
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nahla aboutabl | respect the riot

Ignorance isn’t bliss

Equating Donald Trump supporters to those with mental illnesses is disrespectful and unfair
You can tell if someone has a broken arm
just by looking at them. Sometimes, you
can tell if someone has a cold by looking
at them, too. You can’t, however, look at a
person and know their state of mental or
psychological health, regardless of their
political views.
This means that you can’t — and
shouldn’t — assume that Trump supporters
are mental health patients, nor should you
ignorantly claim that the reason why people support Trump is
because they suffer from mental health problems.
I’ve heard so many people compare those who struggle with
their mental health to people who willingly follow Trump’s
belligerently hateful rhetoric. Not only is this false, but it’s
extremely disrespectful to people who have legitimate mental
health problems.
I’ve seen people go as far as to say that Trump supporters
belong in mental health institutes as if mental illness,
something people sometimes can’t control, is the same thing as
being racist and xenophobic. This comparison was even used
by Bernie Sanders earlier this month when he made the joke

that the field of Republican candidates is proof that we need to
invest more in mental health. Jokes and comments like these
are offensive, misinformed and have got to stop.
Mental illnesses aren’t a joke, and anyone who suffers from
any degree of mental or psychological problems will tell you it’s
no laughing matter. Unfortunately, we live in a society where
able-minded and able-bodied people are what are considered
“normal,” while everyone outside that bubble is “abnormal.”
This has made mental health a taboo subject that many people
are unaware of, and where there’s a lack of awareness, there’s
also room for many offensive comments and reactions.
I understand people’s anger at the rise of Trump. I
can understand that minorities, especially Muslims and
immigrants, have been feeling unsafe as a result of Trump’s
preposterous comments. But we can’t preach against hate and
misconception while also perpetuating misconceptions about
people who have mental health issues.
We also can’t act as if blaming mental health for the rise of
Trump will erase the problems of racism. Racism isn’t a mental
illness. It’s a choice people make and is, in many cases, a
learned trait from close family members, school friends and, of
course, media representations of people of color. It’s ridiculous

to compare someone who suffers from schizophrenia or bipolar
disorder and has to take medication every day to get through
life as peacefully as possible to someone who goes out of his or
her way to harass minorities.
Comparing mental health patients to Trump supporters also
makes it seem like people who suffer from mental health issues
are somehow less intelligent and that they don’t have the ability
to decide for themselves which political candidate to support.
We also must not forget that Trump has made horrible
comments about mental health patients, clumping them in
the same group as “sickos” and blaming them for gun violence
back in October. Trump also mocked a disabled reporter using
rude hand gestures.
To say Trump supporters are mental health patients pokes
fun at mental illnesses and shrugs off the struggles of actual
patients whose identities are almost always misrepresented.
If we’re truly against Trump and his hateful rhetoric, then we
must stop using his same tactics in attacking a group of people
most of us know very little about.
Nahla Aboutabl is a senior international affairs major.
Contact Nahla at aboutanm@dukes.jmu.edu.

GRACE BLACKBURN | caffeinated concepts

Questioning immigrants’ legality is racist
Recently, I had a conversation with a family member about
immigration. He wanted to know if my boyfriend, who’s an
immigrant from Mexico, and his family were living in the U.S.
legally or not. I said they were, and my family member asked me
how I knew, trying from all sides to find a way I might be unsure.
The biggest issue I took with this conversation is that it’s
none of my or anyone else’s business whether an immigrant is
documented or not. It’s hardly my place to question someone’s
past, and it’s absurd to assume that someone’s guilty based on
being an immigrant.
This is a practice that happens nearly exclusively to Latin American immigrants,
and it’s inexcusably racist.
Though an immigrant can come to the U.S. from any part of the world, this is a
racist practice because it disproportionately affects non-white immigrants. If you
meet a white person with some variation of a European accent, you’re probably not
going to question their immigration status. But we’ve all heard skepticism about tha
status of Latin Americans, even if they’ve lived in the U.S. all their lives.
The fact that anyone feels able to question a Latin American immigrant’s status is
indicative of rampant entitlement. In this system, whiteness is set as the default and
anyone who falls outside of it is subject to skepticism. If an immigrant fails to meet
white-centric standards, such as speaking English or following cultural norms, their
legitimacy is questioned — failure to conform translates to automatic suspicion.
Assuming that a Latin American immigrant is undocumented unless proven
otherwise implies that the person doing the questioning feels a sense of authority
over immigrants, that this person believes her or his whiteness warrants invasive
questioning. It also dehumanizes the immigrant in question by assuming her or his
immigration status is the most pertinent aspect of her or his identity.

A singular focus on immigration status demonizes Latin American people for a
perceived transgression that may or may not even be true. It’s guilty until proven
innocent, and often people aren’t even given the chance to defend themselves, as
in the case with my family member who spoke confidently about people he barely
knew.
Reducing an immigrant to an illegal status that they don’t even embody discredits
their accomplishments. Assuming that all immigrants are undocumented wrongly
depicts them as a drain on America’s resources, while ignoring the contributions
that immigrants make to their communities and to the country as a whole. With
Latin American workers making up 16.4 percent of the workforce, it’s pretty clear that
America’s economy needs immigrants.
In a nation that was founded on the proliferation of immigrants to a country
that was already occupied by native civilizations, do we really have any right to be
skeptical of modern-day immigrants? The U.S. is meant to be about inclusion and
opportunity for anyone — not just white people, not just people born in the U.S., but
anyone who wants to take it.
It’s not anyone’s right to question someone’s immigration status any more than it
is to question someone’s compliance with any other law. You wouldn’t ask someone
you barely knew if they’d ever stolen something, so why would you ask them their
immigration status? It’s not our business to pry into other people’s lives or to make
assumptions based on racist stereotypes.
Expecting Latin American immigrants to prove their immigration status to show
their worthiness implies that being an immigrant makes a person inherently less
worthy. As a nation of immigrants, we can do better.
Grace Blackburn is a junior media arts and design major. Contact Grace at
blackbge@dukes.jmu.edu.

Satirical news column

brooke pearson | contributing columnist

JMU preacher says
‘Ghostbusters II’ is
better than original
By matt murphy
The Breeze

kelsey harding / the breeze

OMG? More like OTH.
“One Tree Hill” is the perfect show for
everyone. Whether you and your bestie, you
and your significant other or even just you
are looking for a new show to watch, look no
further.
“One Tree Hill” is the perfect combination
of romance, friendship and humor to
appeal to a wide crowd. There’s even a
basketball subplot throughout to appeal to
the jock. Whether it be a fun-loving episode
with romantic flings or a tear-jerker with

heartbreak, this show will be sure to have
you clicking the “next episode” button. You
won’t want to miss the latest “Naley” drama
or the fashion trends that everyone’s favorite
character, Brooke Davis, flawlessly pulls off.
Follow the adventures of five high school
students as they juggle family, friends, love
and, of course, basketball. Keep up with
them even after high school in the later
seasons where we learn that no matter what’s
thrown our way, love and friendship can
conquer anything.

He’s done it again, folks. In perhaps the
most vitriolic instance of hate speech yet, a
preacher standing outside Carrier Library
has made the inaccurate claim that the
“Ghostbusters” sequel was better than the
original “Ghostbusters.” Shouting loudly for
all walking past to hear, the preacher made
sure to be clear: He thought “Ghostbusters
II” was an excellent film.
You’re kidding, right? Look, any
rational person knows that the original
“Ghostbusters” movie is a classic. It’s a
household name.
The film is a piece of American
memorabilia, from countless symbols
in popular culture to adorning the back
of Winnebagos everywhere. These ideas
weren’t first imagined in some B-rated
sequel, they were born in the original.
To make the claim that “Ghostbusters

A “take-only-pictures-leave-onlyfootprints” dart to the student who treated
the Arboretum as her personal florist shop.
From a nature lover who saw your St.
Patrick’s Day theft and was stunned by your
selfishness, cluelessness and absolute stupidity.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.

An “educate-yourself” dart to the author of
“All Lives Matter” that was published March 3.
From a black student who doesn’t expect you
to understand how race plays a factor in my
life, a life your skin color hasn’t allowed you to
experience.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

II” is somehow a superior film has no
foundation in any logic system that I’m
comfortable subscribing to.
Most students ignored the preacher
as they continued to their classes. Some
formed a small crowd to listen to him
speak, mostly laughing off his remarks.
Some students yelled comments back
like, “It has a worse IMDb rating than the
original movie. Are you really questioning
IMDb?” and “What was the deal with the
‘emotional slime’ plot device? You don’t
think that was a good idea, do you?” These
all seemed to be questions the preacher
had barely considered.
Aside from an occasional killer
impression of Bill Murray, the preacher
wasn’t received well at all. The whole scene
tended to be particularly heated with such
an extreme difference in ideologies.
Contact Matt Murphy at
murph4ma@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “did-you-just-pull-a-random-nameout-of-a-hat?” dart to whoever was
involved in picking the commencement
speaker for this year.
From a senior who was hoping the university
would pick a speaker who was relevant to JMU
as in years past.
A “wasn’t-the-Huffman/HoffmanMoody/Maury-confusion-bad-enough?”
dart to whoever thought it would be an
awesome idea to name two different buildings
“Madison Union.”
From someone who thought that “Taylor”
and “Warren” were just fine.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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All the right notes
JMU’s a capella group the BluesTones is competing in the International Championship of Collegiate A Capella
By TERESA CUMMINGS
The Breeze

For the first time in Duke a cappella history, a JMU group will compete in the semifinals
of the same competition featured in the hit film “Pitch Perfect,” the International
Championship of Collegiate A Cappella. The BluesTones, one of JMU’s all-female a cappella
groups, advanced in the ICCA and will compete in the semifinals on April 2.
“This is the first time I’m sure any JMU group has made it this far in competition,” said
Paula Naanou, a junior hospitality major and current BluesTones president. “It’s really hard
for girl groups to make it this far because we have a great disadvantage compared to groups
with males that have more ranges.”
Beginning last fall, the BluesTones began its journey to competition with a pure vocalonly video submission to the ICCA, which determined whether or not it could compete in
the quarterfinals.
Virginia collegiate a cappella groups compete in the southern U.S. region of the ICCA.
After the video submission, the groups are selected for the quarterfinals. At the January
quarterfinals in Knoxville, Tennessee, each group was judged on three criteria: vocal
performance, visual performance and subjective rank.
“The judges are looking for ‘cool moments,’ whether that be huge crescendos and
decrescendos or pauses in a song, or where we are all singing together in unison,” Chloe
Austin, a senior health sciences major and the former BluesTones music director, said. “Just
things that will make them think, ‘Oh that’s awesome! That’s different.’”
The BluesTones placed first in its competition, so it will now travel along with the secondplace finisher in its division to South Carolina to compete. From the semifinals, only the
group that places first will advance to finals in New York City.
As the BluesTones singers anxiously awaited the results at quarterfinals, the third and
second place winners were called and they assumed they hadn’t placed in the competition.
“We all thought it was over. We stopped holding hands and we thought another group
won. And when they announced first we heard the ‘James’ in James Madison University.
We immediately erupted,” Abigail Moore, a senior media, arts and design major and current
choreographer for the BluesTones said.
With 14 members, the BluesTones struggle to fight the “cookie-cutter” stereotype of allgirl a cappella groups. The group has female bass singers who can reach low notes for the
vocal register of a female. Not only does that stereotype include the expected vocal ranges
of the group, but also performance logistics like costume and staging.
“The BluesTones have made it a priority to break the girl group stereotype and capture
a wide audience,” Naanou said. “Being a girl group can be a disadvantage, but it’s not a
disadvantage anymore. I think we have overcome that.”
With a hit album, “Pulse,” released this past fall, the group is nominated for the
Contemporary A cappella Recording Awards in the categories of : best female collegiate

Off the Beat

Five worst horror films
of all time

Daniel stein / the breeze

The BluesTones, an all-female a capella group at JMU headed to an international competition,
perform songs at a St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital benefit event at Grafton-Stovall Theatre.

album, best female collegiate soloist and best professional arrangement for a scholastic
group. The BluesTones also have competed in a cappella competitions like SoJam and
Elvis Week, as well as the third place title from last year’s ICCA in the southern region’s
quarterfinal.
“I feel that most people in the JMU community don’t know that this has happened,”
Moore said. “I feel that half the student population has watched ‘Pitch Perfect’ but have
no idea that an a cappella group from their school is going into that competition and is
doing well.”
Through social media like Twitter, Instagram and YouTube, the BluesTones is trying to
keep everyone updated on the current ICCA adventure.
“Even though we are humbled and excited to compete next to [the other
semifinalists], you better watch out because we are coming,” Alexis Fenton, a senior
media arts and design major and former public relations chair of the BluesTones said.
Contact Teresa Cummings at cumminte@dukes.jmu.edu.

makeup | A different kind of artistry

By michael carter
The Breeze

Horror movies have been and will always be one of the most popular genres of
film. The horror genre is capable of eliciting visceral, adrenaline-fueled responses
from its audience unlike any other, and has a far more intimate relationship with
its viewers. But the horror formula often strays into absurdity and has produced
some of the worst films to date.
So, for the sake of shaming the worst, here’s a list of horror movies that stand
out for one reason or another. Keep in mind that I don’t make it my business to
watch terrible movies, so I’m sure there are far worse horror movies out there than
what I have listed here.

5. “It” (1990)
“It” was originally released as a mini-series in the ’90s but was later re-released
as one whole movie on DVD. So for our purposes here, it qualifies. This is great
because “It” is terrible. Based on the book by Stephen King, the film follows seven
individuals as they fight an evil clown throughout their lives, both as children and
adults. Aside from Tim Curry’s performance as the clown Pennywise, which is one
for the history books, the entire film is trash. The rest of the cast gives laughable
performances in what is still one of the most ridiculously convoluted and poorly
paced plots of any horror film I’ve seen. One must trim the fat when adapting a
book into a film and the filmmakers definitely didn’t bother with that here.
courtesy of Alex kriss

4. “The Fourth Kind” (2009)
If, at any point in your movie, your lead actress looks directly into the camera
and says, “I’m an actress and I’m going to be playing this character,” then your
movie is doing something terribly wrong. This is the case with “The Fourth Kind.”
A pseudo-documentary about alien contact in Alaska, this film is all fluff. It asserts
that all the “footage” it presents is legitimate and that everything in the movie really
happened, but when it’s time for the big reveal, all we get is some damaged VHS
garbage that’s supposed to be scary. In other words, “The Fourth Kind” is awful
because it assumes its audience to be a bunch of gullible idiots.

3. “Paranormal Activity” franchise (2007-15)
The first one was all right. The second one was negligible. But now there are
six of these films. How many times can an audience pay to watch the same film
before they catch on? Each of these films has the same basic premise: family moves
into house, family notices demons, brave guy sets up cameras, whole family gets
possessed and/or killed. At its core, the “Paranormal Activity” franchise relies on
cheap jump scares and an even cheaper “found footage” style to frighten its audience. Maybe the methods are effective, but that doesn’t make them respectable.

2. “Prom Night” (2008)
There are few films as cliché as “Prom Night.” As the title implies, this remake
involves a bunch of entitled teenagers getting murdered at their high school prom.
Why? I don’t know. Without a single lick of intelligence to be found in its entire
88-minute runtime, this film is an ordeal to get through. There’s no sense of purpose to be found amongst the tired high school tropes or the worn out “Halloween”
mimicry. It’s a shame that the inspired slasher films of the ’70s gave way to this.

1. “Final Destination” franchise (2000-11)
Just like with the “Paranormal Activity” franchise, the first “Final Destination”
wasn’t the worst movie ever. The film follows a teenager who has a vision of his
friends dying, then after preventing the initial accident from ever happening, he
gets to watch them all die anyways. It was dumb, sure, but at least it had entertainment value. Unfortunately, it wasn’t nearly entertaining enough to warrant
five films. Whatever noteworthy tidbits the first entry of the franchise offered
were quickly buried beneath an insatiable lust for the absurdly gruesome deaths
of unsuspecting teenagers. Pointless in every sense of the word, this franchise’s only accomplishment is the fact that it made so much money without
ever even trying to have a plot.
Michael Carter is a senior media arts and design major. Contact Michael at
cartemd@dukes.jmu.edu.

Read the five best at
breezejmu.org/offthebeat.

Alex Kriss, owner of Live Beautifully LLC, does bridal makeup for a customer. She graduated from JMU in 2015.
from front

LifeFuels.
“She exudes positivity and happiness,” Perrelli
“Unfortunately she didn’t have that opportunity said. “It’s why I’m so happy for her, and proud of her,
to go to a class where they can teach you those and admire her for doing what she’s doing.”
beauty techniques and be around women who
Kriss valued her time with LifeFuels but said it
were going through the same things,” Kriss said. “I didn’t necessarily match up with her passion.
think Look Good Feel Better helped to empower
“Working at LifeFuels was a really amazing
women especially when they’re going through so experience, but me having my passion for makeup
many changes with their body. That was definitely artistry and working in health technology, the two
my inspiration for all of my work.”
didn’t necessarily go hand-in-hand,” Kriss said.
Ray Kriss, Alex’s father, said she developed this
Kriss’ father said that his daughter’s career in
sense of passion and determination early on in life makeup artistry appeared inevitable.
through her artwork.
“When we are out as a family,
“She has always been
whether it’s going to dinner or
going to a department store,
creative,” Ray said. “We have
“The meaning behind
so many people come up to
her art on our living room wall
it really encompasses
Alex, totally unsolicited and
that, at age 10, she won her
inner and outer
age bracket for watercolors.
extemporaneous, and ask, ‘Who
She already demonstrated
did your makeup?’” Ray said.
beauty, and influencing
her willingness to take risks
“Her mom and I said, ‘God is
others to live
and express herself in all of
talking to you. You have a gift of
her creativity.”
being able to take what you did
beautifully
as
well.”
in your earlier years, literally in
Kriss revealed that her
grade school, and apply that to,
time at the start-up company
Alex Kriss
L ifeFuels gave her the
in this case, makeup.’”
’15 alumna and owner of
confidence to begin her own
Kriss aims to utilize the
Live Beautifully, LLC.
company.
communication skills she
learned in her courses at JMU
LifeFuels makes “smart”
and apply them to her business
nutrition bottles that track
through her relationships with
input, similar to how
products like FitBit track
her clients.
“I think it’s really easy for other makeup artists to
output. Each bottle can hold up to five FuelPods,
which contain vitamins, water enhancements and tell their clients what will look good on them, but
supplements.
for me it’s all about listening and hearing what my
“I was really fortunate to witness the passion client wants done, and how they want to express
and creativity that was at that company,” Kriss said. their individuality through makeup,” Kriss said.
“That was a huge motivator for myself to branch off
Kriss said that owning her own company at such a
and start my own business.”
young age continues to shock and amaze her.
“For the past four or five years, I knew the name
Jonathon Perrelli, CEO and co-founder of LifeFuels,
invited Kriss to attend the Consumer Electronics of Live Beautifully because the meaning behind it
really encompasses inner and outer beauty, and
Show last January with his company.
“I was just amazed at how outgoing and extroverted influencing others to live beautifully as well,” Kriss
and positive that Alex was all week,” Perrelli said. said. “However, at 23, I never would have expected
“She was saying hello to people walking by that to be doing what I’m doing now.”
probably didn’t intend to stop, but did stop.”
Perrelli admired the personality and charisma Contact Caroline Jansen at
Kriss possessed during her time working with jansencr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Women on a mission
The female Madison College students were advocates for themselves and what they believed in

PHOTOS BY MARSHAL RIGGS / THE BREEZE

LEFT The ‘Less Stockings, More Radios’ exhibit in Roop Hall showcases artifacts from Madison College. RIGHT Madison College, an all-women school, required students to wear stockings ever Sunday for brunch.
By JULIA NELSON
The Breeze

The typical woman on campus can be seen carrying around a laptop nowadays, but in
the World War II era, a sewing machine was the staple item.
In fact, the students of what was then Madison College, the all-women school that
preceded JMU, were required to bring a sewing machine with them upon arrival. They used
the machines to save money by sewing their own clothes.
On Feb. 23, writing, rhetoric and technical communication professor Vanessa Rouillon,
along with three of her students, opened “Less Stockings, More Radios,” an exhibit about
what it was like to be a woman at Madison College in the 1930s and ’40s. The exhibit will be
open in Roop Hall, room 208 until April 1.
The beginning of the exhibit focuses on the students’ responses to the heavy regulations
the faculty enforced. For example, each woman was required to dress up for Sunday brunch
every week and wear stockings. The name of the exhibit came from the pushback against
this requirement as well as the ban on radios in student dorms.
“It was about the faculty wanting to have control over the student body and what they
could listen to on their own time,” said junior Pete Yecco, a writing, rhetoric and technical
communication major and one of the students who worked with Rouillon.
After the students delved into the world of Madison College’s past, they became fascinated
by the advocacy that was so characteristic of the students. In a time where a woman’s
education was focused primarily on becoming a good homemaker, they wanted to be sure
their voices were still heard.
“The title of the exhibit, ‘Less stockings, more radios,’ comes from what’s called the May
Revolt,” said sophomore political science major Samantha Thies and another one of the
students who put the exhibit together. “They collectively went and intruded on a faculty
meeting in Wilson and demanded that they didn’t have to wear stockings and that they
should be allowed radios which were banned at the time.”

The exhibit uses articles and pictures from The Breeze as one of the primary sources
to showcase the events and reactions of the students at the time. For example, articles
chronicling the students finally being granted permission to have radios in their dorms
are included. However, they still had to abide by quiet hour restrictions and stay within
appropriate noise levels.
“The women of Madison College were crafting an identity and engaging with rules,
engaging with their times,” Rouillon said. “They were openly thinking about where they
belong.”
The students’ activism for their own rights was mirrored in their strong war efforts. During
WWII, issues of The Breeze would typically contain several advertisements related to war
bonds, recruiting volunteers and fundraising for soldiers. The women of Madison College
were engaged and supportive of these processes.
“The reason we don’t have a lot of pictures from women at the time is they melted their
photographic plates to sell and raise funds for the war,” said Winifred Opoku, a junior
engineering major and third co-creator of the exhibit.
Opoku, Yecco and Thies began working on the exhibit after taking WRTC 103: Critical
Reading and Writing with Rouillon. They were each assigned to use Madison College archives
to make a rhetorical argument about the students while it was a women’s college in the class,
which eventually turned into the creation of the exhibit over an eight-week practicum course
focused on writing and archives.
After several weeks of research and work, the students were rewarded with a big turnout
to the opening reception of the exhibit on Feb. 23.
“A lot of people came out and a lot of students were interested,” Opoku said. “I was
surprised because I didn’t think a lot of students would be interested in archives but a lot
of them said, ‘I walk on the Quad and wonder what would it have been like for me to be a
woman at the time.’”
CONTACT Julia Nelson at nelso3jl@dukes.jmu.edu.

‘Damien’ is off to an ominous start
A&E’s new show lacks star appeal and fails to bring new excitement to the 1976 horror film, ‘The Omen’
By MADDELYNNE PARKER
The Breeze

You
remember
“Damien”
nothing of
your past,

especially
Starring Bradley James
that of your
Released March 7, 2016
family.
Bu t w h e n
a strange
woman in a war-torn nation grabs on to you
speaking in a foreign language, flashbacks
start to flood your mind of your forgotten
mother, father and nanny. The strangest
part isn’t the woman, but when she speaks
a phrase you had never forgotten — “It’s all
for you, Damien.”
A&E has taken one of the biggest horror
movies in history, released in 1976, “The
Omen,” and created a television adaptation
following suit to its popular series “Bates
Motel.” The new series, titled “Damien,”
tries to recapture the entire plot from the
film in a measly 42-minute episode that
creates a forced kind of storytelling.
As a huge fan of the original movie and
its sequels, I had high hopes for “Damien.”
It’s a great story that follows The Bible’s
prediction of the coming of the Antichrist
and the end of the world. This plot is
perfect for TV because it allows for a fully
developed story over multiple seasons
unlike that of a film. Also, as a cable TV
show, there’s less potential censorship.
A&E has produced many award-winning
and well-developed series for cable TV,
but “Damien” is sub-par, unlike its other
movie adaption series. With “Damien,” the
plot is worth the watch, but the actors and
production team lack talent.
Bradley James, previously known for his
role as Lowell Tracy in “iZombie,” plays
the lead role. As the main actor, he’s the
backbone of the entire show. James lacks
emotion in speaking that creates a division
between the story and characters. It seems
as if he’s just reading lines off a script,
rather than acting as if he were really the
Antichrist.
James isn’t the only actor who
disappoints in “Damien.” Tiffany Hines,
who had a recurring role in “Bones” as
Michelle Welton, plays Kelly Baptise, the
first love interest to Damien Thorn. Her
acting is worse than James’s. She not only
lacks emotion in reading lines, but even
reacting to Thorn’s lines seem to catch her
off guard.
A&E

KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE

The actors are the main focus of any
show, so it should’ve been the producers’
focus to find the best talent who can
produce chemistry together on scene.
Instead, they found promising talent
separately, which seems to scream
“awkward” when put together on set.
A&E uses the Bible’s Book of Revelations,
a prediction of Christ’s second coming, to
develop the story. Thorn is last seen in the
first episode entering a Catholic church
confronting Christ on the cross. He’s said
to be a non-believer who’s possessed with
the devil’s son, making chaos follow his
every step in life.
It first begins with Thorn, a
photojournalist in Syria who’s working to
uncover the lack of human rights the Syrian
citizens face. This is where he meets a
woman from his unknown past who begins
to bring back his childhood memories.
He starts to question who he is and what
happened to his family as the scenes from
the original movie are used for flashbacks.
The show uses the same breed of dog,
Rottweilers, for the hellhounds as they
did in “The Omen.” This shows that A&E
has taken that next step forward to really
develop a TV show based on the film. It
keeps connections while still developing
its own story.
This is the coolest part of the show. A&E
is actually using the exact same elements
in “Damien” as were used in the movie. It
sets the show apart from others and makes
it worth the watch. It also shows that the
writers intend to tell Thorn’s story as an
adult who’s been built perfectly from his
past in a promising manner.
One of the executive producers also
produces “The Walking Dead.” This may
set higher expectations for the production
of the show, but that falls short too. Scenes
in the episode are often set in a darker area
with dust floating around creating a fuzzy
atmosphere with quick confusing jump
cuts, requiring the eye to be glued to the
screen at all times.
James isn’t a well-known actor, which
explains his lack of ability, but the plot and
movie flashbacks can’t be the only interesting part of the show to keep it on air.
For future episodes, A&E needs to step up
its visuals and actors to bring “Damien” to
the success it (as well as I) wishes to see.
Maddelynne Parker is a freshman
media arts and design major. Contact
Maddelynne at parkermn@dukes.jmu.
edu.
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MEN’S TENNIS (7-8, 1-2 CAA)

WOMEN’S TENNIS (10-4, 3-0 CAA)

Chemistry is
key
Women’s tennis finds success on and off the court

Causing a
racket
Men’s tennis looks for late-season push to postseason

SAM TAYLOR / the breeze

Courtesy of JMU athletics communications

Freshman Emma Petersen was named Colonial Athletic Association Co-Player of the Week. She
helped the Dukes to a 2-0 weekend of CAA play. This is her first conference weekly honor.

Junior Brett Moorhead unleashes a serve at practice Monday. Moorhead leads
the team with 14 singles wins and he also has eight doubles wins for the Dukes.

By Kevin Romm
The Breeze

By Jake brod
The Breeze

With the season just passing the halfway mark, JMU women’s tennis is trying to
finish off the latter half of the year on top, with stellar performance and leadership
playing crucial roles.
The team earned two conference victories last weekend after taking down the
College of Charleston 4-3 on Saturday and handling the University of North Carolina
at Wilmington 4-1 on Sunday. The weekend brought the team’s overall record to 10-4
and 3-0 in the Colonial Athletic Association.
The Dukes have now won six of their last seven matches and seem to be firing on all
cylinders, boosting morale and hope for a CAA championship run in late April.
“We believe that we are a team in the CAA that can compete for the championship,”
head coach James Bryce said. “The girls believe in each other and they are just buying
into our core values that we talk about every single day.”
In JMU’s match-up with Charleston this weekend, the team found itself in an
early 3-0 hole, but the Dukes showed no signs of backing down as they sparked a
comeback, winning four straight singles matches to shock the Cougars.
“I feel as if we are doing much better right now controlling our emotions and
dealing with pressure,” junior Timea Guibe said.
Guibe played a crucial role in Saturday’s win, as she won a three-set battle against
Charleston’s Katherine Schofield at No. 2 singles that completed JMU’s rally.
“I’m proud of it,” Guibe said. “But I think it was a team effort overall so it felt even
better that we won as a team.”
Freshman Emma Petersen earned her first weekly honor from the CAA Tuesday as
she was named Co-Player of the Week for her performances the previous weekend.
Petersen was also pivotal in the Saturday comeback as her singles match victory at
the No. 5 spot tied things back up with Charleston. Petersen also had wins on Sunday
in her singles matchup at the No. 4 spot, and in doubles in her pairing with freshman
Bella Heidenreich.
The team, having only nine on the roster, none of whom are seniors, decided not to
choose captains. Instead, it has committees.
“We do leadership committees,” Bryce said. “We have three committees:
inspiration, activity and community.”
According to Bryce, there are three players per committee and each player has a
leadership role. By eliminating the role of a single captain, the committees give the
teammates a chance to plan events together such as team dinners and community
service opportunities, while also bringing them closer together — something
paramount in doubles matches.
Throughout the course of the year, junior Rachel Nelson has had four different
doubles partners, which could cause frequent lapses in chemistry if the pair isn’t on
the same page. However, with the closeness of the group, the spots are practically
interchangeable.
“It is difficult but we are such a small team that you know each other intimately and
you’re already so close to them that it doesn’t take much time to adapt,” Nelson said.
“We all know what we are supposed to do and that doesn’t necessarily change when
you change partners.”
Although JMU is 14 matches into the season, the Dukes have their first home match
this week. With the lack of indoor facilities, JMU is forced to travel in the early months
of the year and usually return after spring break, once the warmer weather returns to
Harrisonburg. Therefore, the home matches are long awaited and looked forward to.
“It’s great that our friends or JMU students can come out to see us and it’s nice not
to miss class and to get homework done,” Nelson said. “It’ll be much easier being
home.”
JMU will spend seven of its next eight weeks at home, heading to Elon, North
Carolina, to compete in the CAA Championship at the end of April. JMU seems to be
trending upward, but the team still feels it has room to improve.
“I always want to strive for more, but we are definitely in a good place right now and
moving in the right direction,” Bryce said. “Our hope is that we can keep improving so
that we can peak at the right time and I think our schedule sets us up for that.”
JMU starts the five-week homestand this Friday as it hits the Hillside Courts at 2:30
p.m. in a non-conference matchup against Radford University.

For the JMU men’s tennis team, it’s been a struggle to find consistency.
With just six matches left in the 2015-16 season, the Dukes possess a 7-7
overall record and are 1-2 in Colonial Athletic Association play.
“The season hasn’t been quite as good as we had anticipated,” head
coach Steve Secord said. “We had some slight personnel changes that
have affected a little bit of stuff, but I’m pleased with the way guys are still
working hard and still wanting to improve.”
Despite the up-and-down season, junior Brett Moorhead has proved to
be a solid player each time he takes the court. The Midlothian, Virginia,
native has amassed a 14-8 singles record. His 14 wins are the most on the
team.
“Brett has been consistent throughout the whole spring and fall,”
Secord said. “He’s kind of that workman-type mentality and he’s done a
good job.”
Moorhead attributes this year’s success to his coaches and teammates.
“I’m buying into what our coaches are telling us in the fall,” Moorhead
said. “We’ve been doing a lot more on-court fitness and that has definitely
helped me a lot. Also, just playing matches in practice has helped lead me
to more wins throughout the season.”
Senior Maxi Branth has also seen success this year, particularly in
doubles. Branth has earned a team-leading 14-8 doubles record.
“We’ve been working really hard with doubles,” Branth said. “It was
something I struggled with as a freshman and I think because of that,
Coach [Secord] has put extra emphasis on my doubles during practice.”
Branth found success playing with both Moorhead and freshman
Tristan Stitt. The main duo of Branth and Moorhead has racked up eight
victories so far this season. Meanwhile, Branth and Stitt have teamed up
to achieve an impressive 5-1 record.
Branth views his doubles partners as more than just teammates.
“They are both two good friends to me,” Branth said. “I know Brett on a
personal level, because I went home with him for Christmas. I like playing
with both of them.”
The team has won eight of a possible 14 doubles points this season. For
Secord and his staff, there’s a formula that goes into who pairs up on the
court.
“You just kind of look at their strengths and how it’s going to mesh
together,” Secord said. “Honestly, that’s what a lot of the fall is for. You
have a hunch that this might work or this might not work. Some of the
guys that are juniors have been together for a while and you kind of know
who they match up well with.”
The Dukes have spent most of their season on the road. Out of the 14
matches played so far, only two have been played in Harrisonburg. As
a result, the team will enjoy a nice homestand to close out the regular
season — five of the team’s last six matches will be played at home.
“I think it’s great to have home matches because we don’t get many of
those,” Moorhead said. “A lot of people come to watch us. It’s good to have
your home turf right there.”
As the home stretch of the season approaches, the team has its sights
set on the task in front of it. The Dukes realize that there’s still work to be
done before the CAA championship in late April.
“We just have to look at one game at a time,” Branth said. “All of the
games that we have left are going to be tough. We just need to take it one
step at a time and we’ll see what happens.”
JMU kicked off its five-game homestand as it fell to the University of
Richmond 7-0 on Wednesday. The Dukes take on Bucknell University on
Saturday at 9 a.m. on the Hillside Courts.
“We still have a few more conference matches, trying to set ourselves up
for the most favorable seeding,” Secord said. “I feel like if we get clicking, we
can do all right in the tournament.”

Contact Kevin Romm at rommke@dukes.jmu.edu.

Contact Jake Brod at brodjt@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Baseball | Dukes kick off conference play Friday against Northeastern
from front

scoring on an RBI single by senior center fielder Tyler
Carroll.
Things wouldn’t get any better for the Dukes in the fifth.
After Fisher allowed George Mason to get runners on first
and second with only one out, JMU head coach Marlin
Ikenberry pulled him in favor of freshman Christian Bourne.
The move wouldn’t pay off, as the Patriots were able to
record three straight singles off the right-hander, driving in
three runs. They stretched their lead to 9-1 on a throwing
error by junior catcher Zach Tondi, who was attempting to
throw out a runner stealing second.
George Mason didn’t finish out the game quietly either.
The Patriots scored five more runs in the sixth, highlighted
by a bases-loaded triple by Hansen. They led 14-1 by the
time JMU came up to bat in the bottom half of the inning.
“I was proud of the way our guys fought, but some guys
missed their spots and they made us pay,” Ikenberry said of
his pitching staff’s performance.
The Dukes’ bats finally came alive in the sixth inning.
Sophomore right fielder Adam Sisk and redshirt senior third

baseman Chad Carroll each hit RBI triples in the frame and
the Dukes were able to narrow the deficit to 14-4. With that
triple, Chad extended his hitting streak to a career-best 17
straight games.
Both the Patriots and the Dukes tacked on another run
each in the eighth, to drive the score up to 15-5. George
Mason scored one more before the game’s conclusion,
painfully bringing a tough game for the Dukes to a close.
Next up for JMU will be a three-game series with
conference rival Northeastern University, its first matchup
with a fellow Colonial Athletic Association club this season.
The Huskies (9-9) will be traveling to Harrisonburg after
winning two of three in a weekend series with the University
of Buffalo.
“The energy gets a lot higher,” Tyler said about conference
matchups. “The games mean a lot more to the team and we
just have to stay positive.”
Reigning CAA Pitcher of the Week Aaron Civale (3-1, 1.85
ERA) is expected to make the start for Northeastern in the
series opener. He leads the conference with 40 strikeouts on
the season, and could be one of the toughest pitchers JMU
will face all season.

“We’re just going to take the same approach we normally
do,” sophomore second baseman Kyle McPherson said.
“We’re just going to try to have quality at-bats and hit the ball
hard somewhere.”
The Dukes are expected to start redshirt senior Aaron
Hoover (2-2, 6.21 ERA) against Northeastern’s ace despite
his recent struggles. The left-hander was lit up for five runs
on 11 hits in 6.2 innings of work last Friday in JMU’s 7-5 win
over St. Bonaventure University. He will be looking to get
back on track against a Northeastern offense that’s averaging
a conference-worst 3.83 runs per game.
Redshirt senior infielder Keith Kelly (.308/.451/.369), who
leads the team in hits, walks and runs scored, headlines
Northeastern’s lineup. However, the Huskies have hit only
two home runs during the year while swiping the least
amount of bases (10) in the CAA.
After finishing the season with a 6-18 record against CAA opponents last year, the Dukes look to kick off conference play on the
right foot. The series begins at Veterans Memorial Park on Friday at 4 p.m.
Contact Matt Weyrich at weyricma@dukes.jmu.edu.

March mat-ness

Club wrestling sends four participants to nationals with two Dukes placing in the top six in their weight class
By Daniel Ware
The Breeze

While many JMU students were on beaches soaking up sunshine during spring break,
members of the JMU club wrestling team were
competing in the National Collegiate Wrestling
Association Championships in Kissimmee,
Florida.
The team had four wrestlers qualify for
nationals: senior finance major Trey Gregory,
sophomore finance major Joe Stayle, sophomore finance major Ronnie Spera and freshman
computer science major Colton Simmons.
Gregory and Stayle are both in the 157-pound
weight-class while Spera and Simmons compete in the 184-pound and 149-pound classes
respectively.
“Colton lost on two flukes,” Gregory said
jokingly.
Simmons was diagnosed with the flu the week
before nationals, and bronchitis two days before
nationals began. Adding insult to his illness, he
had to go against the top-seeded wrestler in his
class, whom he lost to.
Already a two-time conference champion in
his weight class, Gregory was the second-seeded wrestler in his weight class, but finished in
fourth place out of 48.
“I was ranked No. 1 at times this year, but I
didn’t train as much or as hard as I should have
to win it all,” Gregory said. “Overall, I still think
I did pretty good.”
Spera lost in what’s called the blood round
— the match right before the placing matches
— and finished just outside of the placing group.
Stayle, a sophomore finance major, made it all
the way to the quarterfinals before losing. He
placed sixth out of 48 competitors in his class.
“I lost so I was a little salty about that,” Stayle
said. “But I still placed and that was a goal of
mine.”
Stayle and Gregory set their main goal to
make it all the way to the finals so that they
could wrestle each other — the NCWA has no
rule against it.
“We were hoping to have an all-JMU final like
we did in our conference final,” Gregory said.
The team competes in the 16-team

Mid-Atlantic Conference, which includes Liberty University, the University of South Carolina,
the University of Tennessee, the College of William & Mary, Virginia Military Institute and East
Carolina University — which the JMU wrestlers
say is the team’s biggest rival — among others.
This season, the team finished fourth in the
conference, tying its highest finish ever.
Team members practice four days a week
during the spring semester in the combat room
in Godwin Hall. They train in the three positions
of top, bottom and neutral, or standing, which
they practice the most.
“We like to wrestle on our feet because it
means we’re scoring the most points,” club
president Jimmy Conte said.
The team doesn’t only focus on wrestling fundamentals during practice.
“We usually run by ourselves because no one
likes doing cardio, but being able to not get tired
is key to advancing,” Conte, a junior health services administration major, said.
Stayle and Gregory are two of the most decorated wrestlers on the team as both were
named All-Americans for the second time by
the NCWA, which means they were in the top
eight in their weight class in the nation.
Stayle, a sophomore, has a chance to be a
four-time All-American.
Just to qualify for nationals, wrestlers at the
club level have to place in the top five in their
respective weight classes in their conference.
Conte hopes that the recent success of the
team in the past couple of years will entice
future JMU students into joining the club.
“Our goal is to expand from the 15-20 so that
we can get a full lineup,” Conte said. “We just
missed a full lineup this season because of
injuries.”
A full lineup means that the team is able to fill
all 11 weight classes with at least one competitor — from 125 pounds to heavyweight, which
is 183 pounds and above.
“We had a lot of guys in the same weight
class,” Conte said.
Conte, Stayle, Gregory and most of the other
wrestlers on the team have a lot of wrestling
experience under their belts. Conte has been
wrestling since the first grade, Stayle since

Courtesy of Jimmy Conte

Sophomore Joe Stayle (right) grapples with Michael King of Middle Tennessee State University in a
157-pound bout at the National Collegiate Wrestling Championships in Kissimmee, Florida last week.

kindergarten and Gregory for “about 17 years.”
“The best part about the club is still being
able to compete in wrestling,” Gregory said.
“Wrestling at the D-1 level is way more intense,
but at the club level it’s much more laid back.”
Conte and Stayle say that the diverse backgrounds and high skill-levels seen within the
team have made everyone better.
“Our team consists of guys from Pennsylvania, Virginia, New Jersey, Massachusetts,
Maryland and New York,” Conte said. “Each

Fans can expect a tight NHL wild-card race
By Sammy Criscitello
The Breeze

Only 17 days separate hockey fans from the most
wonderful time of the year — the final push in a
team’s quest for the Stanley Cup. Hockey fans can
expect each wild-card race to come down to the
wire. While every contender has a legitimate chance
at the Cup, there’s only one “king” in the NHL. After
two consecutive years of falling late in the playoffs,
I believe that Henrik Lundqvist will lead the New
York Rangers to their first victory since 1994.
The 2016 postseason surely won’t disappoint,
as every team in contention truly has a shot at
making a deep run into the playoffs. In the Eastern
Conference, just seven points divide the teams
who are battling for seeds two through eight. The
Western Conference has been even stronger, as four
teams have already amassed 90 points.
While the Washington Capitals defeated the
Ottawa Senators on Tuesday to clinch the top spot
in the East, all other contending teams are still
fighting for seeding. Perhaps the most exciting
race lies in the wild cards — five teams are currently
battling to punch their tickets to the Stanley Cup
playoffs that way.
In the East, the New York Islanders, Philadelphia
Flyers and Detroit Red Wings are fighting for two
wild-card slots, and are separated by just two
points. Philadelphia has been on a tear as of late,
going 6-2-2 in its last 10 contests, and I expect to
see the team in the playoffs. The Flyers handed
a beating to the Islanders earlier this week, due
largely in part to big games from captain Claude
Giroux and netminder “Stone Cold” Steve Mason.
Giroux currently leads the team with 61 points and
won 78 percent of his faceoffs in the game against
the Islanders last week. The pressure is on Mason
to step up in the wake of Michal Neuvirth’s torn
meniscus, and he did just that in one the team’s
most important games of the season — turning
aside 23 of 24 shots faced against New York. It may
be time to panic if you’re an Islanders fan, as the

team has won just one of its last seven contests,
and has scored just eight goals in its last six games.
The Red Wings, which I believe are a more wellrounded team than the Islanders, will look to
capitalize on the Isle’s late-season collapse. While
the Islanders’ first two lines are very strong, their
third and fourth lines have been inconsistent, and
their platoon of Jaroslav Halák and Thomas Greiss
has seen its ups and downs. The Red Wings, on the
other hand, has six players with 39 or more points,
and their first line of Justin Abdelkader, Henrik
Zetterberg and Dylan Larkin couples nicely with
their second line of Tomáš Tatar, Pavel Datsyuk and
Anthony Mantha. The combination forms two of
the best lines in the NHL. With players like Gustav
Nyquist and Brad Richards leading their third and
fourth lines respectively, this team is strong from
top to bottom. Complemented by Petr Mrázek’s
excellent first full-season as a starting goaltender,
the Red Wings will join the Flyers as the two wildcard teams in the East.
In the West, the Minnesota Wild and Colorado
Avalanche are battling for the final wild-card
spot, with Minnesota currently leading by a
point. Anchored by 50-plus point seasons from
centers Matt Duchene and Nathan MacKinnon,
the Avalanche lead the Wild in several offensive
categories, including goals per game (2.66) and
power-play percentage (19.4 percent). But is its
defense playoff-worthy? The Avalanche owns a
minus-10 goal differential, while the Wild checks
in at plus-eight. Wild goalie Devan Dubnyk leads
Avalanche goalie Semyon Varlamov in all major
categories, as Dubnyk currently boasts 29 wins, a
2.36 goals against, four shutouts and a .918 save
percentage. In fact, Varlamov’s 2.66 goals against
average is the second lowest among any starting
goalie for a contending team. The Wild is the
more complete team, and we will see it lock down
the final spot in the West before season’s end.
Contact Sammy Criscitello at
criscisj@dukes.jmu.edu.

guy’s background comes with a different style
of wrestling that’s fun to work with.”
The wrestlers say that being on the team has
made it possible for them to make friends and
build camaraderie among each other that they
wouldn’t have had otherwise.
“The long car rides, trips and sharing hotels
are what brings everyone together,” Gregory said.
Contact Daniel Ware at
waredt@dukes.jmu.edu.

Experience equates to postseason success
By Will Thompson
The Breeze

At last, spring has finally sprung. The
bees are buzzing, the birds are chirping
and with the coming of spring comes
one of America’s greatest pastimes. That’s
right, you guessed it, playoff hockey. The
NHL playoffs are beginning to take form
as a few teams have already punched their
ticket into the postseason, while some are
still scrambling to make a last-minute run
at Lord Stanley’s Cup.
Growing up in Vermont, I know a
thing or two about playoff hockey; it was
practically in my backyard. So here’s a true
hockey fan’s take on the teams that will go
far this year in the NHL playoff race.
First, the Washington Capitals. If you’ve
watched any of NHL games this year, you
know that the team to beat in the Eastern
Conference is the Capitals. Not only do
they have the most wins in the league,
but they’ve been consistently playing
great hockey on both sides of the puck.
Russian native Alexander Ovechkin is
living up to the expectations associated
with being an NHL superstar by leading
the league in goals, and his teammates
are stepping up as well. Nicklas Bäckström
and Evgeny Kuznetsov have been dishing
the puck well, adding to Washington’s 227
total goals this season, good for second in
the league.
If any team is primed to make a deep
playoff run, it’s Washington. I predict that
the Capitals will at least make it to Eastern
Conference championship barring
injuries. This might be the year Ovi gets
his first cup.
Next, the New York Rangers. Yes,
because what would playoff hockey be if
there wasn’t a villain to spoil it all? The

Rangers have come close to winning the
cup in recent history and this year seems
to be no different. When the front office
signed forward Eric Staal, it was clear
that management is still in “win now”
mode. With all other major key pieces in
place, such as a healthy netminder Henrik
Lundqvist, a healthy Ryan McDonough
and a healthy Mats Zuccarello, the
Rangers might be the only team to spoil
Washington’s historic season.
In the West, the Dallas Stars were poised
for a Stanley Cup, but with the injury to
star forward Tyler Seguin, this year’s run
might be in jeopardy. While Dallas isn’t
historically known as a hockey town, the
management of the Stars has finally put
together a team worthy of making it far
in the playoffs. There doesn’t seem to be
any other clear front-runners for the Cup
in the West as a few teams that started hot
have simmered down in the final stretch
of the season. If Seguin can get healthy
for the first game of the playoffs, be on the
lookout for Dallas.
Finally, the Chicago Blackhawks,
because what’s playoff hockey without
the Blackhawks? As long as you have
Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews on
the ice, this team is always a contender
in the playoffs. Chicago has won the
Cup three times in the past five years
and there are no signs of slowing down.
Teams are finally understanding that to
beat the Blackhawks, you need to take
Kane and Toews out of their game as
proven by Chicago’s demise last season.
But no matter what, if you want to win the
Cup, you’re going have to beat Chicago at
home in April … Not an easy task, folks.
Contact Will Thompson at
thompswe@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Yik Yak: Campus
community or
campus cold?
Yik Yak, an anonymous chat/messaging app prevalent on
college campuses, has become quite popular over the past two
years. Starting in 2013, Yik Yak has grown tremendously.
I’ve experienced Yik Yak to its fullest. During the spring
semester of my freshman year, Yik Yak came to JMU on its spring
tour. Everyone was excited because of the free things Yik Yak was
giving away depending on how many “Yakarma points” you had
on your phone.
There are plenty of entertaining things on Yik Yak every now
and then, but have we invested too much time and trust into
an app that has no reliability due to its dangerous feature of
anonymity?
Because Yik Yak provides the option to conceal the true
identities of its users, there are no moral filters on what people
will post. Yakkers can input “handles” on their yaks so everyone
else can tell it’s the same person posting, but this option is hardly
used due to the novelty of anonymity. I’ve seen hundreds of
slanderous and childish insults get put onto the board every day
that each person who owns this app can see.
Things like “Sorority girls are idiots” or “My roommates are
b------” get posted all the time, as if those people aren’t going to
see or hear something about it. What empowerment do these
authors get for hiding behind an anonymous icon and saying
these awful things? Absolutely none. This just shows weakness
and unity among those who want to hate.
Also, the amount of time wasted on Yik Yak with the idiotic
rumors is extremely disappointing. The number of times I’ve been
told about a rumor on Yik Yak, whether it be “Some fraternity
is getting kicked off campus” or “There’s people hooking up in
Carrier Library right now” is embarrassing. Is this app really a
primary source people get their information from? There’s no
point in speculating about things that aren’t actually happening.
It’s a waste of time and character. As a member of the JMU
community, I think Dukes are better than this.
Allyn Letourneau is a sophomore biophysical chemistry
major. Contact Allyn at letourag@dukes.jmu.edu.

Quit comparing candidates
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton aren’t on the same playing field
To state the obvious: This presidential election has gotten
Trump. However, they don’t deserve the same level of hate.
tense. The country is perhaps more divided than ever about
Clinton has been in the public eye for a long time, and she’s
the candidates vying for a spot on the general election ballot in
experienced her fair share of criticism. She’s admitted herself
November, and it’s become difficult to avoid conversations (and
that using an unsecure email server was a mistake. She and her
arguments) about these candidates. I’d be willing to bet that
campaign have cooperated in investigations, and she answers
you’ve been involved in one yourself, or at least
criticisms about her honesty with clarity when given
come across a passive-aggressive comment string
the chance. Even Bernie Sanders, her competitor in
I think that it’s
on a Facebook post.
seeking the Democratic nomination, is sick of talking
I’m not criticizing these conversations; I
about it. Can we please move on?
ridiculous to
think they’re necessary. It’s so important to be
Trump and Clinton are about as politically
compare a racist,
informed about the topics and candidates that’ll
opposite as possible. Clinton is a longtime civil rights
shape our nation during the next four years.
advocate, seeking to provide equal opportunity
sexist man who
However, I’ve noticed that a line has been crossed
for all, including women, minorities, the LGBTQ+
openly advocates
in some of these discussions. Spoiler: Donald
community and immigrants. She has plans that will
Trump and Hillary Clinton are involved.
directly affect students, like making more college
for violence and
These candidates are perhaps the most
affordable, preventing sexual assaults on campus and
the purposeful
controversial out of those on the campaign
raising the minimum wage. Given her past role as
trail, due to a combination of factors. They’re
secretary of state, she has unmatched foreign affairs
marginalization
both well on the way to winning their respective
experience.
of minorities to
parties’ nominations. Additionally, they’ve
Meanwhile, Trump has openly endorsed racist
been in the spotlight for decades. Trump is a
ideas and policies since he announced his candidacy.
a woman whose
successful businessman and Clinton has worked
He’s experienced success by tapping into certain
campaign is
in the public sector for years. People have had
Americans’ fears and beliefs, drawing out the worst
ample time to form opinions on not only these
based on creating values that our country possesses.
candidates’ political policy, but also their families
No matter what your political views are, take a
opportunity and
and personalities.
step back and consider the level of harm Trump has
So, what’s wrong here? I think that it’s
already caused during his campaign. Unprecedented
equality for all.
ridiculous to compare a racist, sexist man who
support of violence has become the norm within
openly advocates for violence and the purposeful
his policies and among supporters. So, instead of
marginalization of minorities to a woman whose
grouping politicians you dislike into one category,
campaign is based on creating opportunity and
consider their fundamental differences.
equality for all.
Save the hate for those who express hatred, and leave the rest to
Even if you’re not a Democrat, or don’t agree with Clinton’s
the election.
ideas, the sentiment that these candidates are equally threatening
to America makes no sense.
Molly Salavantis is a junior justice studies major. Contact
I’m not saying that you need to support Clinton if you dislike
Molly at salavamr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

JMU Surplus Sale

Saturday, April 2, 2016 7:30 am–Noon

@THEBREEZEJMU

Description of Items for Sale:
Fitness Equipment, LCD Monitors, Projectors, JMU Sports Apparel and Bags,
Lost and Found Items such as jewelry, sunglasses, clothing and calculators,
Food Service Equipment, Audiovisual Equipment, Dorm Furniture including
beds, dressers, desks and chairs, File Cabinets, Tables (big and small),
Bookshelves, Chairs, Bikes, Ceiling Fans, Furniture, Office Supplies, and
much more. (All Items Are Pre-Priced)

The Breeze’s comedy
and commentary
podcast
Listen to new
episodes on Mondays,
Wednesdays and
Fridays!
Where to find us:
www.facebook.com/
JMUpodcast
www.soundcloud.
com/TheBreezeJMU

Services

Help Wanted

It's time for Spring Cleaning!
ProTek Services offers Carpet Cleaning/House Washing/Deck Cleaning/Concrete
Cleaning and more. Spring
Special 20% off any
service!(540)578-0782 or
www.protekservicespro.com
/

MOVING POSITIONS AVAILABLE! Taking time off from
school this summer? Work for
Student Services Moving &
Storage Co. $11-$16/ hr.
Travel, tips & bonuses. Valid
drivers license and background checks required! Submit an application through our
website http://www.studentservicesmoving.com/jobs.php

Help Wanted
Yard work help needed. Flexible hours, good pay. Call 2896181.
Conduct telephone research for a wildlife/natural
resource research firm. No
sales or soliciting. Open 7
days a week, evening hours
except Saturday. Flexible
schedule, choose the days
you want to work. Open
year round, option to
change your schedule during the school year. Call
540-705-7377 or apply in
person at Responsive Management 130 Franklin St.

Work
and
Live at
the
BEACH this SUMMER.
Make Money. Make Friends.
Make Memories. Apply online today @ MyTelescopePictures.com/employment Housing and Paid
Internships available!

Wanted
7 apartments to sublet, May 25
through August 5. Call Bob
Wease 540-434-5919.

Paradise City

The only gentlemen’s club in the area
just 35 minutes away...

18 for admission 21+ to drink
Open Thursday, Friday, & Saturday nights
Ladies get in Free on Thursday
BYOB: "Bring your own beer"

www.paradisecitymathias.com 304.897.8200

James Madison University
Surplus Property Warehouse
1070 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
(Former Shenandoah Mfg. Plant-North End Dock Area)
Directions: From I-81 North-Exit 251, Turn left onto
US-11 (N. Valley Pike). Make right onto Mt. Clinton
Pike. Left onto VA-42 (Virginia Ave.) & proceed approx.
¼ mile to 1070 VA Ave. From I-81 South-Exit 245, Turn
left onto Port Republic Road. Right onto VA-42 North
(S. High St.). (S. High St. becomes Virginia Ave.).
Proceed approx. 2 miles to 1070 VA Avenue. Overflow
parking available at Eastern Mennonite School (801
Parkwood Dr.) with free shuttle service to and from
the Surplus Warehouse.

TERMS: Cash, check, or credit card with proper ID. All items sold on “as is—where is”
basis with no implied warranties of any kind given. All sales are final—no refunds. No
preview date. For additional information, contact (540) 568-6931.
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REDEFINE SOCIAL.
Resort Style Pool • Basketball Courts • Volleyball Courts • Fully Furnished
Study Lounge with free wifi •

24 Hour Clubhouse • 24 Hour Fitness Center

Complementary Tanning • Pet Friendly • Coffee Bar

1191 Devon Lane

www.livetheharrison.com

540-432-1001

Call now about our awesome specials!
NOW SHOWING
MARVEL

AT THIS...

Coming to Foxhills Townhomes for 2016-17 Leases
1. Water Included
2. Electric with cap included
3. Gym membership included
4. Basic internet included
5. Basic cable included

1627 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
504-432-5525 — 540-432-5592
sfurr@umicommunities.com — www.umicommunities.com

